2016-17
STANDING COMMITTEES

GRADUATE TRAINING
Molix (Chair)
Alvarez (4+1 Coordinator)
Cunningham
Daniel (Ph.D. Admissions)
Hoerger
Patterson

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES
O’Brien (Chair)
Corey
Dohanich
Wee
Wyland

FLOWERREE
Cunningham (Chair)
Baker
Colombo

COLLOQUIUM
Murray (Fall, Chair)/Gray (Spring, Chair)
Dohanich
Markant (Fall)
3 student reps

ACADEMIC APPEALS
Colombo
Hebert
Nastasi
Alvarez (PoP alternate)
Hoerger (tenure-track alternate)

EARLY CHILDHOOD
Lockman (Chair)
Gray (Spring)
Markant

WEBSITE COMMITTEE
Baker (Chair)
Sherman
O’Brien

STRATEGIC GROWTH (Cog Neuroscience)
Lockman (Chair)
Colombo
Markant

PSI CHI Faculty Advisor: Hebert

Teacher Preparation and Certification Program (TPCP) Liaisons: Nastasi & Sherman

SSE COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES (appointed)
Curriculum: O’Brien
Graduate Studies: Molix
Grievance: Dohanich
Nominating: Lockman